A deep learning model is proposed for predicting block-level parking occupancy in real time. The model leverages Graph-Convolutional Neural Networks (GCNN) to extract the spatial relations of traffic flow in large-scale networks, and utilizes Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) with Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) to capture the temporal features. In addition, the model is capable of taking multiple heterogeneously structured traffic data sources as input, such as parking meter transactions, traffic speed, and weather conditions. The model performance is evaluated through a case study in Pittsburgh downtown area. The proposed model outperforms other baseline methods including multi-layer LSTM and Lasso with an average testing MAPE of 12.0% when predicting block-level parking occupancies 30 minutes in advance. The case study also shows that, in generally, the prediction model works better for business areas than for recreational locations. We found that incorporating traffic speed and weather information can significantly improve the prediction performance. Weather data is particularly useful for improving predicting accuracy in recreational areas.
Introduction
Limited on-street parking availability and its associated traffic congestion have become one of the major issues of urban transportation systems. During peak hours, "cruising for parking" is a common phenomenon in areas with dense travel demand. Moreover, reliable sources for parking occupancy information, both current and forecast, and proper parking guidance are still lacking in most urban areas. As a result, the efficiency of travelers' searching for parking is significantly compromised due to the lack of information. It not only increases travelers' overall travel cost, but also adds additional congestion and emissions resulted from inefficient parking cruising. To tackle this issue, numerous parking management and guidance systems have been developed during the last few decades. A reliable source of predicted near-future parking occupancies is one of the key factors to their effectiveness. Only with a reliable prediction of on-street parking occupancies, proper parking location recommendations and navigation can be made in advance, followed by sharing the information to en-route drivers vis mobile devices or Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS). Moreover, through a reliable prediction of parking demand, the parking authorities can adjust the parking rate dynamically to improve the overall efficiency of the on-street parking resources (SFMTA, 2014; DDOT, 2016) , as well as to plan for their enforcement patrol accordingly.
In the literature, most studies "estimate" parking occupancies at the current moment (Boyles et al., 2015; Yang and Qian, 2017; Alajali et al., 2017) , as opposed to "predicting" (or "forecasting") parking occupancies in the near future. There are generally two ways to predict short-term parking occupancy: (1) Model individual drivers' stochastic arrival and departure behaviors in a microscopic manner (Caicedo et al., 2012; Boyles et al., 2015; Caliskan et al., 2007) . The distributions of the arriving/departure process are commonly assumed as Poisson or Negative Exponential (Millard-Ball et al., 2014; Arnott and Rowse, 1995) , and usually evaluated via simulations; (2) Model parking occupancy in data-driven approaches, which utilize statistical models trained by historical and realtime observations to predict aggregated parking occupancies in a mesoscopic manner, such as at the street or block levels (Tamrazian et al., 2015) . In this study, we adopt the data-driven approach by incorporating multiple traffic-related sources, in terms of both real-time and historical data, including parking occupancy, traffic conditions, road characteristics, weather and network topology. It ultimately predicts (or forecasts) short-term parking occupancy via a deep neural network method.
In terms of the sources of parking data, most methods rely on data directly acquired from parking sensors of various kinds (SFMTA, 2014; Hsu, 1989; DDOT, 2016; of Melbourne, 2012; Xiao et al., 2018) . Parking sensor data directly measure parking occupancies. However, there is lack of forecast of parking occupancies for the near future. The availability of sensing data depends on not only the deployment of sensors but also dedicated real-time communication systems, both of which are costly to build and maintain. To the contrary of the high cost of the sensing infrastructure is its relatively low reliability, due to issues related to sensor failure, error and power. Parking occupancies obtained directed from in-ground sensors has been reported not sufficiently accurate for real-time usage (SFMTA, 2014; of Melbourne, 2012) . In our method, we utilize parking meter transactions data instead of sensor data to first estimate the parking occupancy before the occupancy data is used for prediction (or forecast). This clearly offers cost advantage: since 95% of the on-street paid parking are managed by meters, a prediction model based on transactions is more adaptive and cost efficient than relying on parking sensors. In our previous study, we have shown that the estimation of parking occupancy based on parking ticket transactions can be calibrated to a satisfying level given a small amount of ground truth data (Yang and Qian, 2017) .
Parking occupancies are related to many factors, such as travel demand, supply and weather. To best forecast parking occupancies in the near future, we would expect all those factors to play a role in understanding the possible occupancy change over time. Data sources that can be leveraged for parking occupancy prediction include traffic speed, traffic counts, incidents, physical supply (such as the number of lanes), and weather conditions, such as precipitation, wind speed and visibility. To illustrate the potential of utilizing those pieces of information in occupancy prediction, consider the following scenarios: during morning rush hours, if the traffic breakdown occurs later than usual, we infer that a portion of the daily commuters either leave home late, thus the peak of arrival parking is likely to be delayed as well (assuming everything else is the same as usual). For certain locations, such as museums or entertainment attractions, real-time traffic counts djacent roads, as well as the daily weather conditions, can partially reveal the parking demand in the near future. In case of a car accident or hazardous weather conditions on a weekday morning, travelers will be delayed due to slow traffic, thus also impacting the time-varying parking occupancy in the near future. In this paper, we attempt to collect all relevant data to comprehensively predict short-term parking occupancy for parking locations in networks.
In terms of the methods used for parking occupancy prediction, various statistical models are explored in the literature, including support vector regressions (Zheng et al., 2015) , clustering (Tiedemann et al., 2015; Tamrazian et al., 2015) , and time series models (Liu et al., 2010) . There are also studies utilizing different types of simple neural networks (Rajabioun and Ioannou, 2015; Alajali et al., 2017) . The most recently developed deep learning methods, such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), have shown great promises in other prediction applications, but they have not been explored in parking prediction yet. On the other hand, although numerous studies in the literature incorporate the spatio-temporal correlations of features of traffic conditions into their traffic prediction models (Kamarianakis and Prastacos, 2003; Kamarianakis et al., 2012; Zou et al., 2014) , parking occupancy prediction that also carries spatio-temporal features is overlooked yet. In fact, parking demand can exhibit certain spatio-temporal characteristics related to measures of traffic flow, incidents and weather. As a result, it is essential to model the spatial-temporal correlations among all the multi-sources data in order to most effectively predict parking usage.
To model the complicated spatio-temporal correlation among multi-source data and on-street parking occupancy, we proposed a method of combining the graph based theories with a convolutional neural network (CNN). Those methods are likely to encapsulate the non-linear relations to the full extent. The temporal relationships of parking occupancies along with other traffic-related data are simulated via Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), while their spatial correlations are modeled through a graphbased CNN. The intuition can be interpreted as follows: During busy hours, the graph convolution operation can be interpreted as multiple drivers' cruising for parking behaviors among adjacent blocks. When a block's parking becomes full, parking occupancies on nearby blocks will be impacted more substantially than farther blocks. As a result, a multi-layered fully-connected decoder is used to parse the output from the previous network and generate the block-level occupancy prediction for each time period.
This paper contributes to the literature in the following ways,
• We propose a deep neural network based occupancy prediction model that utilizes multiple data sources, including parking meter transactions, traffic conditions, and weather conditions. While meter transactions data alone have been previously explored to estimate current parking occupancy (SFMTA, 2014; Yang and Qian, 2017) , this study is the first to use parking meter transactions with other data sources to forecast (predict) short-term on-street parking occupancies. • By combining Graph CNN and LSTM, the proposed method is capable of modeling the spatial and temporal patterns of block-level parking occupancies with their relations to other data sources in the context of large-scale road networks. To our best knowledge, this is the first study that predicts parking occupancies on all blocks in a roadway network. • We propose a general framework that is capable of incorporating any data input to the prediction model, including static data, graph-based, time series, as well as graph-based time series. The framework is flexible enough to cover essentially all types of data that is likely related to parking, providing the generality for the prediction model to be adapted in use cases. • The performance of the method is evaluated with a case study in Pittsburgh downtown area. According to the result, the model outperforms other baseline methods including multi-layer LSTM, LASSO and historical mean, with a test error of 1.69 spaces in MAE when predicting block-level occupancies 30 minutes in advance. Moreover, the results prove the effectiveness of incorporating traffic speed and weather features into occupancy prediction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 summarizes the literature review; Section 3 introduces the proposed occupancy prediction model; Section 4 presents the case study in Pittsburgh downtown area, including descriptions of the multiple data sets, results of the experiments and findings. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses possible future work.
Literature review
Quite a few methods have been developed for estimating current parking occupancies and parking demand, Ottosson et al. (2013) discovered that parking occupancies estimated directly from aggregating transactions (namely every parker leaves exactly at the time ticket expiration) are generally lower than their actual observations, and such discrepancies are substantial in some cases. Similar conclusion was reached in a study comparing data from parking kiosks and actual counts for major paid parking blocks in Seattle (Seattle, 2011b,a) , where the estimation error varies from 6% to 55%, and occupancies derived from transactions always being lower than the counted data. Other surveys (SEATTLE, 2002; Millard-Ball et al., 2014; Pierce and Shoup, 2013) also discover that drivers' parking behavior is influenced by a set of external factors including time of day, day of week, parking duration, traffic congestion, weather and so on. As for predicting short-term parking occupancies, statistical and machine-learning models have been explored, including regression models based on prior assumptions on the distribution of parking occupancy (Pullola et al., 2007) , clustering (Tiedemann et al., 2015; Tamrazian et al., 2015) , multivariate spatio-temporal model (Rajabioun and Ioannou, 2015) , chaos time series analysis (Liu et al., 2010) , regression trees and support vector regression (Zheng et al., 2015) , autoregressive integrated moving average(ARIMA) (Burns and Faurot, 1992) , as well as continuous-time Markov Chain model (Klappenecker et al., 2014) .
During the last decade, models of deep neural networks are gaining popularity in the area of traffic modeling and prediction. Neural networks of various structures have been evaluated for the prediction of short-term traffic states. For example, Ma et al. (2015) proposed a two-layer restricted Boltzmann Machine(RBM) based RNN model to predict the congestion states for road links. Lv et al. (2015) adopted a five-layer stacked auto-encoder SAE to predict highway traffic flow. Stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machine mechanism is used by Huang et al. (2014) for traffic flow prediction. Several studies have also examined short-term parking occupancy prediction. A three-layer wavelet neural network was used to predict short-term parking availability in off street garages (Ji et al., 2014) . Multi-layer perceptron(MLPs) was used in predicting the parking occupancy of an individual parking location 1-30 minutes in advance (Vlahogianni et al., 2016) . A representation learning method is adopted by Ziat et al. (2016) to simultaneously predict traffic state and parking occupancies. A modified Neural Gas Network (Martinetz et al., 1993) is used for occupancy prediction on a single road segment in Berlin (Tiedemann et al., 2015) . Most recently, In Cui et al. (2018) 's work, a high-order graph convolutional RNN is proposed for 5-min ahead traffic speed prediction in urban areas. This paper does not work with parking occupancy, but its methodology is closest to our work among all the relevant literature. While both this work and our paper share the idea of utilizing graph convolution operations to model spatial correlations, the essential differences reside in the way how a road network is incorporated in the prediction process. The road segment connectivities are converted to k-hop neighboring of the graph in their work, while our method takes a probabilistic way by using the shortest path driving time between parking locations when modeling the spatial correlations among users' cruising for parking behavior. In addition, rather than relying on a single-sourced data input, another key innovation of our method is the incorporation of multiple data sources (for both demand, supply and weather) with different spatial-temporal resolutions. Our work follows a general framework that is capable of incorporating any types of data input to the prediction, including static data, graph-based, time series, as well as graph-based time series.
In terms of data sources, very few prediction models have analyzed or incorporated traffic-related features other than parking occupancy itself. Pedestrians sensor data and daily average traffic counts are utilized previously without modeling the spatial correlations (Alajali et al., 2017) . This study was for a particular location, since pedestrian counts are costly and challenging to obtain and thus hard to scale. In Ziat et al. (2016) , traffic states are combined with parking occupancies as each data source is represented by time series of its own. Spatial correlations of traffic-related features among road links in networks are usually not explored, though they can help parking occupancy prediction tremendously. Ziat et al. (2016) utilizes the network connectivity, time invariant information, to help parking prediction, and assumes that neighboring links share similar behaviors.
In this paper, we propose a deep learning based prediction model that uses graph convolutions to incorporate spatial-temporal features of multiple data sources acquired in networks, and characterizes of roadway networks related to parking cruising time. Previous research related to our methodology include structural-RNN (Jain et al., 2016) and Graph-based convolutional recurrent network (Seo et al., 2016) .
Methodology

Motivation and model overview
The objective is to extract as much information related to parking evolution as possible from external traffic-related data sources, such as traffic speed, traffic counts, public transit, incidents and weather. Under certain circumstances, those data, such as incident-induced congestion and snowstorms, can play a critical role in short-term forecast of traffic and parking demand. Multiple data sources are incorporate simultaneously in our model. Each data source are first embedded separately in our framework, and those embedded values are merged by a multi-layer decoder which outputs the predicted occupancies. As a result, our network based framework provides the flexibility that any individual data sources can be attached or detached from the neural network without compromising the overall structure of the prediction model. This improves the generalizability of the model since not all the aforementioned data sources are available for specific applications. Also, by evaluating the model performance under different combinations of input features, we can infer the effectiveness of each data source in occupancy prediction, and therefore identify the most effective models.
In the context of large scale road networks with multiple data sources, the dimension of data input to the model becomes too high for naive statistical methods. Thus, we propose a deep neural network by connecting graph CNN, LSTM and multi-layer feed-forward decoder. Such a structure can handle high dimensional space by modeling the non-linear correlations among spatial-temporal data and filtering out redundant information. Specifically, the spatial information is modeled through layers of convolutional neural network on graph (GCNN) (Niepert et al., 2016; Henaff et al., 2015) . The GCNN uses the graph spectral theory (Chung, 1997) to filter the signals on localized sub-graphs, then uses the filtered signals as the features for the neural networks. The temporal information could then be captured through a recurrent neural network (RNN), in our case, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) . Multiple data sources can be handled separately first by feature embedding and feature extractions for each data source. The extracted features are then combined as the input for a multi-layer decoder which yields the prediction of occupancies for each road link in the network. Details of our model is discussed in the following subsections.
Graph CNN
The road network is modeled as a directed graph, with nodes being road link or parking locations, and edges transferring traffic flow or parking demand among nodes. To model the spatial correlations among road links or parking block in the road network, graph convolution operations are used to represent flow passage on the graph. Since nodes in a graph are not homogeneous to pixels in an Euclidean structure (such as an image), it is critical to define the local reception field in order to perform the convolution operations. Thus, we utilize spectral filters on signals (Niepert et al., 2016) to conduct convolutions on an directed graph.
Given a graph G = (V, E, W ), where V is the set of nodes, |V | = n, E is the set of edges and W ∈ R n×n is the weight matrix for all pairs of nodes. We define a signal x ∈ R n on the graph, where x i is the signal for node i. Define the normalized Laplacian of the graph
The eigenvalues of L are known as the frequencies of the graph, and the corresponding eigenvalues are known as graph Fourier modes. Thus by singular value decomposition, we have L = U λU T , where λ = diag([λ 0 , · · · , λ n−1 ]), U is the unitary eigenvector matrix.
From the perspective of road networks, the signalx i on a node is the observed value of the spatial data from one data source, such as parking occupancy or traffic speed. Each entry of the weight matrix W ∈ R n×n is the reciprocal of the historical average travel time between the center of the two road links on its shortest paths. Thus, the weight between two nodes in W can be interpreted as their "closeness" measured by driving time. Naturally, road links close to each other tend to have higher correlation on parking occupancy or traffic congestion. When cruising for parking, travelers are more likely to explore nearby locations first than locations farther away.
We can then define a convolution operator on graph G on the Fourier domain, the definition is presented in Equation 1.
We use K-order localized filters in the model so that the signals after convolution operations only incorporates information from their k-hop neighborhoods in the network. The localized filter shares the same ideas with tradition CNN on connectivity localization. The localized polynomial filter is presented in Equation 2. In which θ is the set of coefficients for the polynomial filtering, values of θ will be optimized during network training.
To enhance the computational efficiency, we apply Chebyshev expansion to the polynomial filters (Kabal and Ramachandran, 1986) . By Chebyshev expansion, terms in the polynomial filters can be expressed as:
The polynomial filter can be reformulated as Eq 5.
Comparing to the original approach shown in Equation 2, Chebyshev expansion eliminates the calculations of matrix multiplications, which significantly improve the computational efficiency in the case of large scale road network (largeΛ) and/or high-order polynomial filtering (large K).
RNN and LSTM
Since various data sources for input are temporally correlated, such as speed, parking, public transit and weather, we utilize Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) which is a widely recognized deep learning approach to process temporal signals. We picked Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) as the building block in RNN due to its success in numerous real-world applications. An LSTM cell is constructed with three gates, input gate i t , forget gate f i and output gate o i , and a memory cell c t is used to store the current state of the LSTM block. The formulation of LSTM is presented in Equation 6. The RNN framework can be used for sequence-to-sequence (Sutskever et al., 2014) or sequence-toone (Gers et al., 1999) learning. In our method, the sequence-to-one framework is used to predict the temporal features of the next time step. In order to make predictions of multiple time intervals ahead, we can simply forward the predicted values in RNN for any desired time intervals.
Model Framework
By combining the three network components, GCNN, LSTM and a decoder, sequentially, the proposed network structure of our model is illustrated in Figure 2 . As stated before, data sources with different characteristics come in different formats. For example, speed and parking data has both spatial and temporal dimensions. Weather data for a single city only have the temporal dimension. The number of lanes only varies spatially by road segments. Thus, our framework would provide the flexibility to take multiple data sources of different formats as input. Depending on the spatial and temporal characteristics, each data set first passes through the corresponding embedding layer(s) separately. For example, speed features pass through GCNN followed by LSTM, while weather features only pass through LSTM. Next, a combining layer aggregates all the features from each data set. A decoder of the multi-layer feed-forward network is then used to output the predicted occupancies at the level of city blocks.
In our framework, four data embedding schemes are developed coping for different type of data sources. These four data types are denoted as: N D, N T D, N V D, N T V D, where N denotes the number of data, D denotes the number of features, T denoted the number of time stamps, V denotes the number of nodes in the context of constructed graph.
• N T D dataset represents a traditional multi-variate time series dataset. The network-wise traffic state, temperature evolution can be modeled as N T D datasets. We use sequence-toone LSTM recurrent neural network to construct the embedding of this type of dataset. In order to archive the best performance, the number of LSTM layers as well as the dimension of each layer are tuned via grid search.
• N D dataset does not contain time index nor spatial/graph information. Features such as local events and holidays can be interpretated as the N D dataset. Influence of those features applies to the whole network and remains stable over time. We can use the traditional forward neural network to embed the N D dataset. Non-linearity is also added to the embedding layer. In this paper, we adopt FC → ReLU → FC as the embedding layer, where FC represents the fully connected inner product layer and ReLU is a Rectified Linear Unit as an activation function.
• N V D dataset represents a graph-based dataset without temporal information, where the data are attached to different vertices in a graph. Daily average traffic volume, average link capacity flow rate can be modeled through a N V D type of dataset. To extract features from graph-based dataset and consider the spatial relationship in the graph among features, we adopt Graph-CNN to compute the graph convolution to extract the higher order spatial information. Then we apply a FC layer to condense the spatial information from different vertices. The final embedded feature is of N V O, where O is the embedded dimension for each vertex.
• N V T D dataset represent a time-series data attached to different vertices in a graph. Realtime traffic speed data by road segment and real-time road closure data by road segment can be represented using a N V T D dataset. The high cardinality of N V T D dataset makes it hard to process and learn from. We proposed a parameter sharing technique to reduce the number of parameters in N V T D embedding layer by a N T D embedding layer and a N V D embedding layer. We apply a graph-convolution filter to each time stamp, followed by an LSTM layer for the filtered data across the entire time horizon.
Apart from the flexibility of customizing the input space without changing the overall network structure, the proposed framework also enables network training in a distributed way, as embedding layers of individual data sources can be placed on separate GPUs during the training process.
Case study: Pittsburgh Downtown
To evaluate the performance of the proposed prediction model, we conducted a case study in Pittsburgh downtown area, which has 97 on-street parking meters scattered over the road network, as illustrated in the left figure of Fig3. Four types of data are used in this case study, including parking meter transactions, traffic speed data, roadway networks, and weather conditions.
Data of all weekdays from 7AM to 6PM, during the period of 2014 Jan -2015 Oct are acquired and used in this case study. All datasets are aggregated or interpolated into 10-min intervals. After removing invalid data points, there are in total of 7848 entries used in the case study. Among all the days in the dataset, 80% of them are randomly selected as the training set, while the rest days are used as the testing set. Based on the roadway network and on-street parking locations, the network is split into 39 street blocks, which become 39 nodes of a graph in our prediction model. The model is set to take data points of previous 4 hours as input, and output parking occupancy predictions of 30 minutes (3 time intervals) in advance at the level of street blocks.
Data are explained in detail in the following subsections.
Parking meter transactions
Historical parking transaction data are used as both model features and to compute occupancy. The transaction data is acquired from Pittsburgh Parking Authority. Each transaction entry comes with its start and ending time, meter ID and the parking rates. The parking transaction data exhibit recurrent patterns both by day of week and hour of day. There are in all 97 parking meters installed in the downtown area, and are aggregated into 39 street blocks based on their locations. Parkers are most likely to park in a block and purchase a ticket from any of the affiliated meters near this block. Locations of the 97 parking meters and centroids of the 39 street blocks are plotted in Fig 3. Previously, we have shown that true parking occupancies can be approximated using meter transaction data with a few days of occupancy ground truth collected manually (Yang and Qian, 2017) . Since the main focus of this case study is evaluating the performance of the proposed model, we convert meter transactions to parking occupancies in a straight forward wa: we make the assumption that all vehicles start parking right after the payment is made and leave at the moment parking session expires, and there is no unpaid parking. Thus, the parking occupancy of a block at time t is the aggregated number of transactions among all its parking meters that start before t and expire after t. The goal is to predict this approximated parking occupancy 30 minutes in advance as parking transactions data are acquired in real time.
Roadway network
The roadway network defines the adjacency relationship as well as distances among different parking blocks. In this case study, we model the Pittsburgh downtown area with a directed graph of 39 nodes, where each node represent an on-street parking block. Two spatial data sources, parking transactions and speed data are pre-processed to fit this graph.
In our method, the network topology is processed as a distance matrix, where each entry is the reciprocal of the historical average travel time on the shortest path between the centroids of the two blocks. This information is obtained via the Google Map API 1 . The distance matrix is then used as the node weight matrix W ∈ R n×n in the graph-CNN modules, which is used to filter signals in the spectrum domain.
Traffic speed
Traffic states, e.g. congestion level indicated by travel time and speed, may imply the current or near-future parking demand. Meanwhile, previous research has shown that a large portion of traffic congestion is caused by parking cruise (IPI, 2012) . Traffic speed is expected to help parking occupancy forecast.
The source of traffic speed in this case study is TMC (Traffic Message Channel) based data from INRIX. In addition to the real-time speed for each road segment, the dataset also provide the free flow speed as the reference speed. In this study, model features related to speed are processed as the free flow speed divided by the real-time speed, which can be interpreted as the level of congestion. This, comparing to the actual real-time speed, would be more effective in prediction, and thus the speed features all have the same scale across all road segments. TMCs are assigned to each parking block based on their overlap with parking street blocks. For those road segments without a TMC, a constant level of congestion as 1 is used. In this study, the temporal resolution of speed data is set as 10-minute.
Weather
Weather conditions may affect non-recurrent parking demand. In this case study, we obtain hourly weather reports of Pittsburgh downtown area via WeatherUnderground API 2 , and uses linear interpolations to smooth the weather data with a 10-min temporal resolution. In the input space, weather information for a time interval is an vector of floating or binary values of the following features: Temperature, Dew Point, Humidity, Wind speed, Wind gust, Visibility, Pressure, Wind chill temperature, Heat index, Precipitation intensity, Pavement condition, Fog, Rain, and Snow.
Descriptive data analytics
Before applying the proposed model, we first conduct several descriptive experiments on the multisource data, aiming to analyze the spatial and temporal characteristics of on-street parking in the network as well as its correlations with other data. To analyze the relationship between occupancies on adjacent parking blocks, we visualize their correlations via 2D scatter plots. From the plots we discover that certain pairs of adjacent blocks owns strong linear correlations, while others do not. For example, correlations of parking occupancies on Boulevard of Allies East side, short as Blvd of Allies E, along with two adjacent blocks, Second Ave and Smithfield Ave, are plotted in Fig 4, for all weekdays from 8AM to 11AM. In addition, to test whether lagged temporal correlations exist, we applied a 15-min time lag for Blvd of Allies E. In other words, occupancies of the adjacent parking block are used to predict Blvd of Allies E's 15 minutes ahead occupancies. We find that occupancy on Smithfield Ave is strongly correlated with the Blvd of Allies E, while no significant correlation is found for Second Ave. Similar results are also found among other adjacent blocks. It looks like parkers' cruising may be limited to selected blocks only in an area, not all blocks. We infer that directly using network adjacencies only may not capture spatial correlations of parking demand or people's cruising for parking behavior. In addition, parking occupancy prediction models should be built and tuned for each specific location, not for all together. Next, we evaluate the correlations of occupancy among non-adjacent parking blocks in the road network. It turns out that strong correlations exist on many pairs of non-adjacent blocks. To demonstrate and conduct a direct comparison with the previous experiment for adjacent blocks, the Blvd of Allies E is used again as an example. In Fig 5, strong linear Fig 4, the correlation is even stronger than two adjacent blocks of the Blvd of Allies E. On the other hand, by comparing the two plots in Fig 5, we see that the correlations exist with a lag of 15 minutes along both directions. This can imply that parking cruising can start from one block to the other, and also the other way around. As measured by r2 values, the correlation between occupancy on Blvd of Allies E and Liberty Ave with a 15-min lag (right plot) is stronger than its opposite direction (left plot). This further illustrates the importance of adding spatial features of parking transactions in the network context when predicting parking occupancies of a single location.
We also analyze the relationship between parking occupancies and other traffic related data, including speed and weather. We use scatter plots to visualize the correlations between traffic speed and the parking arrival rate on each parking block. Two Examples are shown in Fig 6, with the left plot for Penn Ave Eastbound and the right plot for Second Ave. The parking arrival rate is measured by the total number of vehicles arrived and parked on the block in each 15 min time interval. To remove the impacts of rush hours with a arrival rate peak, experiments are conducted on weekdays from 11 AM to 3 PM. It is interesting to see that there are clear, triangle-like plots. Parking arrival rates are usually high when speed is at its medium level, and low parking arrival rates can span a full range of traffic speed from free flow to congestion. Such a pattern could be explained as follows: In the cases that traffic demand is lower than usual, parking demand will also be lower, while travel speed will be around free-flow speed. In the cases of high traffic/parking demand, congestion occur and speed drops, and parkers need to spend more time on cruising and fewer of them can find parking spots given the low parking availabilities. When traffic speed is medium somewhere between free flow and congestion, a number of parkers are likely to easily find a spot, leading to substantial arrival rates.
(a) Penn Ave East (b) Second Ave Figure 6 : Relationship between traffic speed and parking arrival rate on weekday non-rush hours(11 AM to 3 PM). In the plots, x axis is the speed measured in mph, y axis is the number of arrival vehicles in 15 min intervals.
Clearly, it is inappropriate to model the relationship between traffic speed and parking arrivals via models with low complexities, while a deep neural network may have the potential to learn this complicated relationship. To evaluate the impacts of hazardous weather conditions on parking demand, such as raining, snowing and foggy, box plots are used to visualize the discrepancies between distributions of hourly parking occupancies under normal and hazardous weather conditions. Weather is considered hazardous if one or more of the following conditions are met: (1) Visibility is lower than 5 miles, (2) Precipitation intensity is higher than 0.15 inches/hour (3) snows. All other cases are considered normal weather conditions. The results of two representative parking blocks are shown in Fig 7. As for Commonwealth Place, which is close to the Point State Park, significant drops in parking occupancies for all hours of day are observed under hazardous weather conditions; while such a pattern is not found on Liberty Ave, which is one of the business districts in downtown Pittsburgh. In fact, during mid-day and afternoon hours with hazardous weather conditions, average parking occupancies are even higher than normal on Liberty Ave, resulted from more people driving to work or make stops on days with hazardous weather. As a result, we can conclude that: (1) weather conditions impact parking occupancies, thus it is necessary to incorporate weather in the occupancy prediction model; and (2) the influence of weather conditions vary by location and time of day, attributing to the need to developing location-specific prediction models.
Results and Discussions
The proposed framework is implemented on PyTorch. All the experiments are conducted on a Linux workstation with two 1080Ti GPUs. All networks are trained by ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for 200 epochs or early stop if no improvement in 5 epochs. In each epoch, the entire training set is passed backwards through the neural network only once for parameter updates.
The performance of all networks are evaluated by the mean absolute error (MAE) as well as mean absolute percentage error (MAE) of predicting parking occupancies of all parking street blocks 30 minutes in advance. The definitions of MAE and MAPE are,
whereŷ ij is the predicted parking occupancies of block j at time i and y ij is the corresponding ground truth value. y i is the vector of ground truth parking occupancies of all 39 blocks at time i, V is the number of blocks predicted, namely V = |y i | 0 , N is the number of total observations. q 95 (y j ) is the 95th percentile of the ground-truth parking occupancies on block j, which is used as the approximated parking capacity of the block.
To find the best model in this case study, we conduct grid searches on the hyper-parameter space of the network, hyper-parameters that are tuned include: 1) data preprocessing method: standardization, normalization, winsorization and MinMax Scaling on [−1, 1]; 2) configurations of the network for each dataset: the number of layers, the number of neurons per layer, dropout rate; 3) activation functions: ReLu and sigmoid, which are defined in Eq 9 and Eq 10 respectively; and 4) training strategy: base learning rate and momentum rate.
After tuning all the hyper-parameters via grid search, the specifications of the final model are shown below:
• Data preprocess pipeline: Normalization → MinMax Scaling. • Optimizer: ADAM learning rate 0.001, momentum rate: 0.9.
Where dimension is short for the dimension of the layer, V is the total number of nodes in the graph, i.e., V = 39.
The training progress of the final model is presented in Fig. 8 . Its y-axis is the loss in log scale. Note that the loss is measured in Mean Square Error of the block-wise occupancies after preprocessing, i.e. occupancies values in the range of [-1, 1]. The proposed model converges quickly in the first 15 epochs. After that, the training loss continues to drop slowly while the testing loss starts to increase a bit as a sign of over-fitting. Finally, the training progress is terminated at the 37th epoch triggered by early stopping.
In the original scale of parking occupancy, i.e. the number of parked vehicles per block, the training and testing MAP of the model are 1.40 and 1.58, respectively. The average parking capacity across all 39 blocks is 14.25, and the testing MAPE of the proposed model is 12.0%. Due to the randomness nature of parking demand in urban areas, it is usually unreliable to predict parking for a relatively large future window, such as 30 min. As a result, most of the studies in literature focused on small prediction windows, such as 5 min, Vlahogianni et al. (2016) evaluated their model on 30 min prediction, but on region-level instead of block level. For those parking applications on the market, such as Google Maps and SFMTA 3 , only the estimated parking conditions or historical trends are offered instead of prediction. One critical advantage of long-term parking prediction over short-term/estimation is it significantly improves the practicality of parking guidance applications. Travelers can make more reasonable decisions on travel mode if they know the parking conditions by the time of arrival, they don't necessarily need to know the accurate ratio of occupancy, but the probability of finding a vacant spot at the designated block will be sufficient for them to decide whether to take a ride or drive. Meanwhile, long-term prediction on block-level essentially tells the traveler where exactly they should go for a vacant spot before they depart, otherwise, they need to cruise around the region for a spot or check again on the app when they arrive. With that in mind, we believe a 12.0% MAPE from our model is capable of effectively identify over-crowded blocks from those where traveler can possibly find a vacant spot by the time of arrival, which can serve as efficient parking and travel mode guidance. Comparing to LASSO, the 16% drop of MAPE from 14.3% will make the parking guidance built on top of the prediction more robust and reliable." To evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed model in different locations, we visualize the block-level prediction error by a heatmap, as shown in Fig 9, especially, names of the parking blocks mentioned in this paper are attached on the Figure. In general, lower prediction errors are received on blocks with larger parking capacities, such as 3rd Ave (28 spaces), 4th Ave (32 spaces); Liberty Ave (23 spaces) and Blvd of the Allies East side (23 spaces), with all MAPEs under 10%. They are marked as dark green on the map. It is no surprise as higher parking capacities usually result in lower variances in occupancy rates. In addition, it is also found that the model performs better on business districts, such as Blvd of the Allies and Liberty Ave, while blocks with more recreational activities, such as 6th St and Commonwealth Place, are more difficult to predict. As previously discussed in Section 4.5, parking demand in business districts coherent to recurrent business activities which has strong daily and day-of -week patterns, comparing to recreational parking demand, demand in business districts is more resilient to impacts from unusual scenarios such as hazardous weather and special events. As a result, it is common to observe better predictions performance on business districts than others. 
Comparison with baseline models
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we select several typical prediction models as baselines, including multi-layered LSTM, LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator), Historical Average and Latest Observation. To conduct a fair comparison, all baseline models are trained and tested on the same dataset as the proposed model. For the LSTM models, hyper-parameters including the dimension of each layer and the dropout rate are tuned by a grid search to ensure the best model configuration is adopted. Prediction performance is measured by MAE and MAPE of predicting block-level parking occupancies 30 minutes in advance.
For the 2-layered LSTM, the best result is reached on a configuration of using 1024 and 256 as the dimensions for the first and second layers, along with a dropout rate of 0.25; For the model of 3-layer LSTM, the best result is reached on a 2048-512-128 network configuration with a dropout rate of 0.25. As for LASSO, the objective function of optimization is shown in Eq. 11,
Where X, y, β being input features, occupancy ground truth and model parameters, respectively. In LASSO, all spatial information are dropped as the features being flattened into a one-dimensional vector. the optimization object of LASSO [not clear: fix]. In the Historical Average method, historical occupancy observations of the same time and week-of-day are averaged as the predicted value for individual blocks. In the Latest Observation method, the current occupancy is used as the predicted value for 30 minutes later.
Results of all models are shown in Table 1 . The proposed network outperforms all baseline models with a significant margin. The closest one to our method is LASSO. Interestingly, the two multi-layer LSTM models are out-performed by LASSO, the linear regression model with Norm 1 constraints, indicating that some complex deep neural network models are prone to fail when working with high-dimensional but small-sized dataset. The GCNN, on the other hands, applies spectral filtering on the graph representation of the road network to capture the core spatial correlations, while bounding the model complexity by parameter sharing. Thus is more suitable for scenarios with strong spatial correlations among features than other deep learning models like vanilla RNN. We found that the actual performance discrepancies vary by location, but the proposed model generally improves results more over LASSO in several blocks with lower parking capacities. This is consistent with findings before, blocks with high parking capacities are relatively easier to predict. Incorporating spatial correlations is generally more effective for blocks with higher variances of occupancies, as the percentage occupancies of these blocks will bear greater impacts when their neighboring blocks are full, and the subsequent parking demand "spills back" to them. The original model with all data sources outperforms the three other models that use only partial data. The model with parking and traffic speed reaches the second best result. The speed profile of the network reflects the real-time demand and congestion of both parking and traffic flow. This confirms our assumption that the correlation between traffic congestion and parking occupancy is significant. Also, the spatio-temporal traffic congestion pattern can be a good indicator for non-recurrent travel and parking demand surge, which is not directly reflected through parking transaction data (even with a time lag). Weather features also contribute to the effectiveness of the parking occupancy prediction, despite not as much as the traffic speed data. Weather may be partially explained already through the traffic speed as they are likely correlated. However, results show weather data can add additional value to the parking occupancy prediction compared with traffic speed. We also visualize the block-level performance improvement from the incorporation of speed and weather dataset, as shown in Fig 12 and Fig 13, respectively. Note that the two figures in this subsection and the figure implying the improvement over LASSO in Fig 10 share the same legends.
We can see that the performance gains brought by traffic speed information are substantial across all blocks, ranging from 1.5% to 4.3% in MAPE. In Section 4.5 we have discussed that the relationship between speed and block-level parking occupancies are complex and non-linear, with an example of the correlations on Penn Ave East and Second Ave in Fig 6. As a comparison, the improvements led by speed data are more than 3% for both of the two locations. Thus, by properly incorporating the speed data, the performance of occupancy predictions can be improved by a significant margin. In addition, the proposed method, combining graph convolution with LSTM, is an efficient way to model the complex relationship between speed and occupancies.
The block-level performance improvement from weather information is visualized by a heatmap in Fig 13. The prediction errors decline in 38 out of the 39 blocks after incorporating weather features, up to 2.0% in MAPE. In corresponding to the results in Fig 7, the improvement on Liberty Ave is 0.8%, and 1.8% on Commonwealth Pl. Generally, weather features are more useful for recreational locations than business areas, since the parking demand in the latter is less sensitive to hazardous weather conditions.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a deep learning model for block-level parking occupancy prediction in large-scale networks. The model incorporates Graph CNN, LSTM and FNN, and has the flexibility to take multiple spatial-temporal structured data sources as input. Performance of the model is evaluated on a case study in the Pittsburgh downtown area, in which parking meter transactions, traffic speed, and weather data along with road network data are used. The model outperforms other baseline methods including multi-layer LSTM and LASSO by a significant margin. In generally, the prediction model works better for business areas than for recreational locations. We found that incorporating traffic speed and weather information that potentially influence parking behavior can significantly improve the performance of parking occupancy prediction. Weather data is particularly useful for improving predicting accuracy in recreational areas.
The method can be further improved in the following ways, 1. Redefine the spatial unit of the occupancy prediction and try different methods for incorporating the road network topology into the prediction. We currently perform the prediction for each block, where each block is essentially a single or several road segments. In the near future, we plan to apply similar methodology to occupancy prediction at multiple scales, from the level of each parking meter to the level of aggregated zones.
2. Infer causal relationships of parking occupancy among different parking blocks. For instance, how is parking occupancy propagated through the network.
3. Conduct feature selection and network pruning, which could further mitigate the issue of over-fitting and improve the model performance.
4. Collect and evaluate the effectiveness of additional traffic-related data, including traffic counts, road closure, incidents, and events.
